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The bestsellers refer to a type of books defined
by its popularity in the market． Traditionally，books
are classified by their subject matter，quality，or e-
ven the title itself． But now bestseller stands out as
its own． They not only occupy the most significant
place in both traditional and online bookstores，but
also invade the brains of today’s masses，changing
and defining the way they view literature and read-
ing． The bestsellers have their own industry of pro-
ducing，promoting，selling and feedback creating，
its own particular range of writers，readers，promot-
ers，critics and its own value system． It is a particu-
lar culture now．
Generally speaking，all the bestsellers share the
following features． They have a plain and simple
language style that doesn’t require much effort to
follow and understand． Average middle-school
students and brilliant primary school students can
read and enjoy them． They have comfortable con-
tent． Being comfortable does not equal to being
plain． The content must have one or more qualities
of the following: exciting， relaxing， interesting，
helpful，encouraging，or beautiful… because the
book must have some features to catch the readers’
attention and make them want to buy the book． Be-
ing comfortable means the content of the book won’t
be provocative or make readers generate extreme or
passionate feelings． The theme fits the frame of ma-
instream value system． Commonly readers feel posi-
tive after reading bestsellers． To analyze the genre of
bestsellers it is clear that most bestsellers are novels
and how-to-live-your-life type of books． Biographies
or autobiographies of celebrities are also popular．
Novels being a popular genre with its mainstream
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aim to tell a story certainly serves the entertainment
purpose best． The how-to-live-your-life type of book
is expert in creating a sense that if you buy and read
this book your life will be changed． Everyone can be
successful by simply following the tips given in the
book． In the process of gaining a better life buying a
book is such minor investment． Therefore there is no
reason for refusing to buy a how-to-live-your-life be-
stseller． As for biographies or autobiographies of ce-
lebrities，like the recent biography of the late Apple
co-founder Steve Jobs，once the book is produced，it
is already famous． Publishers do noteven need to
promot it． Human curiosity about other people’s，
especially famous people lives is always a good moti-
vation of consuming． Moreover，young people may
take biography or autobiography as their how-to-live-
your-life guide． They are positive and naive enough
to believe that by bearing in mind the successful sto-
ry of celebrities，they can one day enter the biogra-
phy /autobiography hall of fame themselves． These
three most popular genres，the novel，the how-to-
live-your-life guide and lifetime story of celebrities
do not require knowledge of any particular field．
Once you can read，you can understand and enjoy
those books．
It is undeniable that when a book becomes a
bestseller，there is something special about it，which
makes it stand out from so many bestseller wanna-
bes． It either has an innovative idea such as Outli-
ers: The Story of Success① by Malcolm Gladwell，or
an exotic setting such as A Year in Provence② by Pe-
ter Mayle，or even something shocking such as Dan
Brown’s The Da Vicci Code③ to attract the potential
readers． So readers may be led to think that the
book is actually special． But no matter what special
quality the book possesses it is never really is that
special． It could never surpass the bound of bestsell-
er． The book still have all the features of bestsellers
and can not transcend to serious literature even to
the minimum extent．
What are the readers of Bestsellers expected to
do? Publishing companies do not expect them to val-
ue or judge the works as works of art． They are ma-
nipulated to accept the books and pay for them as
commodities． However they are not the same as oth-
er‘usual’commodities． When consumers buy other
commodities，they think they get satisfaction in the
material field． But when they buy the bestsellers and
read them，they feel they have spent the money in
an even better way because they read and attain
something spiritual． The concept of reading and the
associated meaning of the word ‘reading’ remain
the same． Reading is always associated with acqui-
ring knowledge or ideas and inspiring the capable
readers． It is something academic，above other usual
forms of past-time． It is not just a process of input-
ting into human brain but also thinking inside the
brain and even outputting for some people ［for ex-
ample，people who write criticism］． The publishing
companies of bestsellers make use of this traditional
concept byinserting it unchangeably into the brains
of today’s mass population making them believe that
reading bestsellers is the same as reading serious lit-
erature． They eliminate the distinction between seri-
ous literature and popular literature making readers
ignore the fact that different objects of reading will
lead to the changing of the meaning of the word
reading． Reading bestsellers is still inputting infor-
mation but since the quality of the words are not as
excellent and condense as serious literature，it is
doubtful whether there are readers who input exactly
every word of bestseller． Bestsellers are not to be
analyzed carefully but merely skimmed through． In
relation to the process inside human brain，bestsell-
ers require little effort from the readers to think and
understand due to its quality of being frank and rela-
xing． For the outputting part，popular literature can
never be as inspirational as serious literature． They
are not made to inspire but sell． Most bestseller
readers buy the book because they want to have fun
reading，not to challenge by racking their brains．
Furthermore，critics of bestsellers are different from
critics of serious literary works． What they are doing
is judging whether this particular book has the poten-
tial of being a bestseller． As a result they will not
approach the book with many literary techniques．
Once they have decided，and this book really rea-
ches its aim of being popular，those bestseller crit-
ics’words will be like advertisements on the cover
or back of the book to promote selling．
Alongside the concept of reading，the publish-
ing companies also insert the new standard of litera-
ture which is to their liking． They make readers be-
lieve that‘good’literature is defined according to
the bestseller list，and‘good’literature is easy to
produce． Every year a bunch of books of high quali-
ty hit the market． In fact every month there can be
one or two best sellers relecesed．
Manipulated by the publishing companies，hav-
ing these unconscious recognitions of what reading is
and what literature is to the mind，the mass popula-
tion thinks that as long as they are reading they are
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making the right investment of money and time．
Reading a bestseller is beneficial．
The relationship between bestsellers and their
readers’taste is debatable． Do bestsellers shape and
determine the taste of the reading majority or do they
just simply cater to the common taste? It is true that
to most people reading means reading nothing but
bestsellers． They either do not know about serious
literature or care about serious literature． Istead
them as far away from their life or even have nothing
to do with them at all． Since bestsellers dominate the
bookstores they are easy to get hold of． Bestsellers
occupy media channels． When people want to buy a
book they buy a bestseller recommended by the
newspaper or TV program bestseller list． It seems to
be cool and fashionable to pick up a bestseller with
well-designed cover in a book shop’s best shelf ei-
ther for the buyer him /herself or as a gift． It may be
a bit embarrassing to kneel down in front of the seri-
ous literature shelf and search through the dusty cov-
ers to buy a Goethe or Chaucer unless you are in a
university book shop． To some extent，the bestseller
publishing companies take control of the book market
and make sure that the majority buy and read the be-
stsellers of the serious books． Once the readers have
purchased the bestseller they will read the book．
Once they find that the content of the book provides
them with fun and requires little effort to think，they
start to like this kind of book and will continue to
buy more bestsellers． ．
However，the taste of the majority is never of
high level in almost all areas of art including litera-
ture． It is the popular ones that always capture the
hearts of the millions． The popular ones are the ones
the majority can afford，understand，appreciate and
enjoy． Most importantly，it is the popular ones that
are related to common people’s life and mind． They
are about the common people’s life directly or the
life they do not have and probably will not have but
would like to have． Bestsellers give the majority of
people what they want and the majority pays for the
bestsellers．
If it is the domination of bestsellers that lower
people’s taste in literature then it can be inferred
that without those popular books the majority of peo-
ple will read serious literature． But that is not true．
The attraction of serious literature to common people
remains the same with or without bestsellers． Read-
ing is not a necessary leisure activity for most peo-
ple． The reason they read bestsellers is not that they
feel the need to read but the sheer attraction of the
popular book itself，the fun it can bring． If bestsell-
ers or popular literature do not exist，serious litera-
ture still can not take the place of them in the major-
ity of peoples’hearts． Nevertheless，it is inaccurate
to assume that bestsellers are not responsible at all
for lowering people’s ability to appreciate sensus lit-
erature． For those readers who are capable of appre-
ciating serious literature but spend their time enjo-
ying bestsellers if there was not the manipulation by
the bestseller industry they could put the time for
reading bestsellers into reading serious literature，
and therefore develop a better taste in literature． Or
if the bestseller industry set a higher standard for
books，put more emphasis on the literary element of
the book instead of the marketing one，the bestsell-
ers may receive less criticism for being shallow and
standardized． It is justifiable to conclude that best-
sellers influence the reading majority in two ways．
Bestsellers cater to the taste of the mass population
so that they can sell and in the meantime，they
shape people’s taste by making themselves and in-
formation related to themselves easily accessible，
surround people and give people no reason to refuse
them．
According to the ideas of Adorno and Horkhei-
mer，popular culture actually can maintain social
authority． The role the bestsellers play in today’s
society，as with other forms of popular culture，is al-
so one that has the same function． In Adorno’s es-
say“Television and Mass Culture”，he criticized a
popular American TV series telling the story of a
young teacher caught up in every difficult situation:
If you are as humorous，good natured，
quick-witted，and charming as she is，do not
worry about being paid a starvation wage． You
can cope with your frustration in a humorous
way; and your superior wit and cleverness put
you not only above material privations，but also
above the rest of mankind． ． ． ． In other words，
the script is a shrewd method of promoting ad-
justment to humiliating conditions by presenting
them as objectively comical and by giving a pic-
ture of a person who experiences even her own
inadequate position as an object of fun appar-
ently free of any resentment． ( Adorno 480 －
481)
In Adorno’s opinion，popular culture does not
encourage people to search for the ultimate reason
causing the problem or effective ways to solve the
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problem． Popular culture pushes people to accept
that difficult situations are inevitable and should be
dealt with a positive mind and wit．
This can be applied to analyzing bestsellers，
too． For instance，in the 2003 bestseller Devil Wears
Prada④，the main character is a young college grad-
uate who works as the personal assistant for a fashion
dictator． The novel is about how she tries so hard
and so discreetly to fit into the job and fit into the
social mainstream value system，by means of staying
positive and maintaining her own will． Although she
has doubted the purpose of fashion she has never re-
ally questioned the mercenary society driven by capi-
talism and the material needs created by it． For her
part，the fashion industry should exist and thrive，
and if people’s attitude towards it were corrected，
there would better be no dictators or victims． The
best way for everyone to share in a harmonious fash-
ion relationship． She will never consider questions
like maybe the concept of fashion should never ex-
ist． Although in the end she sets herself free by o-
penly challenging the‘dictator’，she left the fash-
ion magazine and goes on to work for a teen maga-
zine． Writing for the teen’s magazine is a good solu-
tion for her，considering her famous university de-
gree and her hard-working quality． Actually what at-
tracts teenagers tp teen magazines are the pre-steps
into adult society． The value teen magazines embody
will develop into the values of fashion magazines．
There is no essential distinction between working in
a fashion magazine that aims at controlling female
readers and obtaining money from them，and in a
teenager magazine that does the same thing to ado-
lescents． Maybe for bestseller readers，Devil wears
Prada helps them to know more about the fashion in-
dustry and even helps them to think about fashion a
bit more critically than they usually to． But the book
never asks them to go further or think deeper． It
presents the problem of fashion industry but does not
present the need to solve it． It only demonstrates the
right way to cope with a strong-minded woman who
represents the inhuman part of the industry while
［the rest of it still beautiful and bright］． The only
right way is to accept the reality and more from one
company to another．
In summation， the bestsellers share certain
qualities such as simple language and comfortable
content． Novels，life guides and biography /autobi-
ography are most likely to become bestsellers． Read-
ers of bestsellers are heavily manipulated to consume
the books as other commodities with more satisfac-
tion． This is because the bestseller makers success-
fully make use of the concept of reading and create
new standard of literature． In order to gain populari-
ty and increase selling bestsellers cater to the main-
stream taste． The more they do so，the more they
sell． The more they sell and surround us，the more
they determine what people read and like to read． In
that way bestsellers shape today’s reading majority’
s taste． Socially speaking，bestsellers function as
other popular culture in maintaining the social au-
thority and order．
As technology develops，people’s reading hab-
its is changes． Now there are reading devices like
Kindle or reading software on mobile phones． People
can download books for lower price or even for free．
What kind of books they are willing to download for
the cheap price? One thing for sure is that bestsell-
ers still occupy the most appealing place on down-
loading website． The fashionable books match the
fashionable devices much better． The prospect of se-
rious literature in the electronic future is not so
bright． Moreover，the fact that a Kindle or a mobile
phone is easier to carry than books changes people’s
way of reading as well． Now they can read whenever
and wherever they want but they probably will not
invest their time into reading． What they will do is
use the intervals of doing other deeds to read，such
as the time they spend before the bus comes at the
bus station． What they need during such a brief time
in such a hectic environment is not suitable for read-
ing serious literature． Technology seems to be more
on the bestsellers’side，as is the future．
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